Multilayer networks are networks where edges exist in multiple layers that encode different types or sources of interactions. As one of the most important problems in network science, discovering the underlying community structure in multilayer networks has received an increasing amount of attention in recent years. One of the challenging issues is to develop effective community structure quality functions for characterizing the structural or functional properties of the expected community structure. Although several quality functions have been developed for evaluating the detected community structure, little has been explored about how to explicitly bring our knowledge of the desired community structure into such quality functions, in particular for the multilayer networks. To address this issue, we propose the multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM), which is positioned as a general framework that enables us to design a quality function that reflects our knowledge about the desired community structure. The proposed model is based on a mixture of the edges, and the weights reflect their role in the detection process. By decomposing a community structure quality function into the form of MEMM, it becomes clear which type of community structure will be discovered by such quality function. Similarly, after such decomposition we can also modify the weights of the edges to find the desired community structure. In this paper, we apply the quality functions modified with the knowledge of MEMM to different multilayer benchmark networks as well as real-world multilayer networks and the detection results confirm the feasibility of MEMM.
Introduction
Networks have been widely used in characterizing complex systems in various areas such as transportation networks, electrical networks, social networks, and biological networks [16, 21, 26, 32, 43, [46] [47] [48] . Traditionally, a network is represented as a graph where the nodes represent individuals of the network and the presence of an edge between a pair of nodes indicates their connection [5] . In a more complex scenario, a variety of attributes of the edges are explored, which lead to directed graphs [1, 32] , weighted graphs [2, 33] , signed graphs [13, 49] etc. Although these graphs have successfully depicted a wide range of network systems, they fail to comprehensively construe the network structure when the edges are distinguished into multiple types or the network is temporal (i.e., the edges of the network vary over time) [19, 40, 44, 45] . For instance, consider a phone call network where the nodes represent the users and the edge between them indicates a phone call. Obviously, the links in the system evolves over time. Then if there is a link observed between two individuals in successive time slices, they may have a long phone call that lasts for a while or several independent calls. To eliminate such ambiguity, the interdependency of the time slices should be taken into account. In recent years, such networks with multiple interdependent "layers" which are represented by a series of graphs that describe the network from different perspectives have sprung rapidly especially in transportation, gene and online networks [6, 27, 44] . During the process of exploring the multilayer networks, different network representations have been explored [24] . In this paper, we will consider the "multiplex network" model for representation of multilayer networks, which is a typical representation referenced in related researches [4, 15, 31] , as shown in Fig. 1 . This model assumes that the layers share the same node set and are linked by the couplings between a node in one layer and its counterparts in other layers. Recall the example of phone call network. The ambiguity issue arisen from the continuity of the calls is well addressed by introducing couplings between the users having long phone calls. Fig. 1 Illustration of the representative multilayer network model, a.k.a. the multiplex network. All the layers share the same node set and are represented by a simple graph. The layers are coupled by the "couplings" between one node and its copy in other layers, plotted as the dotted lines. It is also assumed that there is no edges connecting different physical nodes (i.e., different nodes in the common node sets shared by all layers) in different layers A major interest of complex network study is focused on discovering the community structure, which helps interpret the structure of network data, especially those with large size [30] . A community is a group of nodes that interact in a stochastically equivalent way with other groups of nodes, albeit there is actually no universal definition of a "community", since the concept of a community is application-dependent [14] . For instances, there are two types of community structure, namely assortative community structure [34] and disassortative community structure [29] . In the assortative community structure, a community usually refers to a group of nodes that are densely connected with each other and sparsely connected with the nodes outside the group. Therefore, based on different assumption on the characterizations of the communities, numerous quality functions for community structure have been developed to evaluate the detected community structure [34, 35, [37] [38] [39] 41, 42, 50] . Many existing community detection methods choose a specific quality function and optimize it with respect to the community assignments for the nodes. The community assignments corresponding to the optimal quality value are recognized as the optimal partition.
In consideration of numerous existing objective functions and the subtleties of the community definition, it is necessary to understand the differences and advantages of the existing methods. One way to achieve this goal is to represent the existing quality functions in an explicable form before comparison. In this paper, inspired by the rewarding scheme proposed by Reichardt and Bornholdt [38] , we propose the multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM) which is positioned as a general framework that enables us to design a quality function that reflects our knowledge about the desired community structure. The contributions of this model are twofold:
1. The framework enables straightforward design of new quality functions given prior knowledge of the very definition of "community" in a real-world application. 2. The framework deepens our understanding of the existing quality functions for community detection, based on which the comparison between quality functions and the extension to the original method becomes easier.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the use of MEMM by taking the multilayer modularity as an example, which is one of the most popular methods to find communities in multilayer networks. By representing the multilayer modularity in the form of MEMM, we give some new interpretations to it as well as some possible modifications. As confirmed by experiments, the main findings can be concluded as follows.
-The current multilayer modularity has trouble detecting communities in networks containing disassortative communities, which have loose intra-community edges and dense inter-community edges. After modifying the multilayer modularity according to MEMM, the quality function is capable of detecting such communities. -In addition, when the community structure varies among layers, the robustness of modularity can be improved by modifying the coupling contribution. -Finally, experiments on real-world networks confirm that the parameters introduced by MEMM are able to adjust the detection preference, including the contribution balance between edges and couplings, as well as the community consistency and detection granularity among layers.
The rest of this paper will be arranged as follows. We briefly review the related work in the literature in Sect. 2. We will introduce the multilayer edge mixing model in Sect. 3. The experimental results are reported in Sect. 4. We conclude this paper in Sect. 5.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, the major quality functions applied to the multilayer community detection problem include modularity-based methods [3, 31] , stochastic blockmodels (SBMs) [36] and information-theoretic methods [10] .
Modularity evaluates the quality of a network partition, where a higher modularity value usually indicates a denser edge distribution within communities [7, 32, 34, 35] . Furthermore, Delvenneit et al. derived the multilayer modularity by assessing the capability of the given community structure to capture a dynamic process in a multilayer network [11] . They compare the probability of a random walker to stay within a community after a series of jumps with the steady state of the normalized Laplacian dynamic (i.e., the probability of staying in the community after infinite jumps) and find that the first-order approximation of the matrix exponential in this difference leads to a similar form of the modularity in single-layer networks. Therefore, the communities that keep trapping the random walker will achieve a relatively high modularity score.
In the literature, a stochastic blockmodel (SBM) refers to the statistical models where the edges are considered as random variables sampled from specific probability distributions [18, 23] . SBMs assume that edges connecting the nodes of the same community are sampled from the same distribution. Edges lying between communities are also sampled from the same distribution. Therefore, by modeling such probability distributions with community labels as latent variables, we are able to infer the community labels for all the nodes [23] and detect missing edges [17] , by using the observed linking structure as evidence. The probability distribution adopted to generate the edges lies at the heart of SBMs. Improper choice of the probability distribution can lead to rather poor detection results. Since the discussion about the specific choice of probability distribution is beyond the scope of this paper, we point the readers to [23] .
Information-theoretic methods take another perspective on the issue of community structure. In real world, when we assign names to every road in the country, instead of assigning each road a unique name, we usually reuse common names such as "Park Street" in different cities. Similarly, when we are trying to encode the structure of a network or a dynamic process on it, reusing codenames within communities can greatly save coding cost for transmission [41, 42] . De Domenico et al. proposed a multilayer infomap method which generalizes this idea to the multilayer case [10] . The idea is transforming the community detection problem to a dual-coding problem by utilizing the community structure to best compress the bytes needed to characterize a random walk process on the network.
A wide variety of quality functions have been proposed to solve the community detection problem from different perspectives. Unfortunately, little has been brought to light about the similarities and differences of these quality functions, i.e., what is the difference between the community structures detected with respect to these quality functions? To provide insight into this question, in this work, we propose a multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM) to explore a relatively general representation of the community structure quality functions for the multilayer community structure from an edge mixture view. In particular, we will focus on translating the widely used multilayer modularity measure to our framework. We will see in the later sections that by representing a specific quality function as the form of MEMM, we are able to tell what kind of community structure will be discovered by the quality function so the comparison to other functions or possible extensions becomes possible.
The multilayer edge mixture model
In [38] , Reichardt and Bornholdt proposed a rewarding scheme of edges to describe a general quality function for community structure in single-layer networks: (i) rewarding existing edges within a community, (ii) penalizing non-existing edges within a community, (iii) penalizing existing edges between two communities and (iv) rewarding non-existing edges between two communities. Given the edge strength matrix A = [A i j ] ∈ R N ×N of a single-layer network consisting of N nodes with A i j being the edge strength of nodes i and j, the general quality function of the rewarding scheme is as follows:
Internal existing edges
Internal non-existing edges
In the above equation, the notations are defined as follows:
-The vector υ = [υ i ] ∈ R N is a community assignment vector of nodes with υ i being the community label of node i.
is a parameter matrix with a i j (resp., b i j , c i j , d i j ) controlling the rewarding/penalizing strength of internal existing edges (resp., internal non-existing edges, external existing edges, external non-existing edges). -The delta function δ is the Kronecker delta, i.e., δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y, otherwise δ(x, y) = 0.
A lower H(υ) value indicates a better partition. Despite great success, such rewarding scheme is improper for some networks, e.g., disassortative networks, where edges are expected to distribute between the communities rather than within them. In fact, in such networks the absent edges should be encouraged instead. This implies that using the signs to assert the contribution type is too rigid to extend to other network types. In addition, the parameter matrixes a, b, c, d are restricted to be positive, which limits the form they can take. Another quality function, the role model, can be rewritten in the same form [39] . Rather than directly finding the community assignment for each node, we first introduce parameters and determine their values according to the definition of the "community", to obtain a quality function of the community structure. Then the quality function evaluates how significant the detected community structure is and guides us to the optimal community assignment. In this paper, we call a model taking such a two-phase approach to determine the community assignment a hyper model to distinguish them from conventional models in the literature, which usually refer to specific quality functions. Such hyper models act as a framework for "generating" a conventional model.
The model
Inspired by the previous work, in multilayer networks, we propose the multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM), which is a multilayer hyper model that employs couplings connecting pairs of layers and introduces the probabilities on the links. Given a multilayer network consisting of N nodes and l layers, the intra-layer edge strength matrix and the inter-layer coupling strength matrix are denoted as A = [A i js ] ∈ R N ×N ×l and C = [C isr ] ∈ R N ×l×l , respectively, with A i js denoting the intra-layer edge strength of nodes i and j in layer s and C isr denoting the inter-layer coupling strength of node i between layers s and r . The general quality function of MEMM is as follows:
External existing edges
External non-existing edges
External non-existing couplings .
(2)
-The indexes i, j (resp., s, r ) indicate nodes (resp., layers), and node is means node i in layer s. 
Similarly for the remaining seven indicator functions, i.e.,
Unlike the treatment in Eq. (1), we introduce the λ functions so that the parameters can take values with arbitrary signs. Meanwhile, using the λ functions rather than the signs of the terms makes MEMM more flexible to deal with different network structure. By using a probability representation P(υ is , υ jr ) rather than the δ function like Eq. (1), MEMM enables a "fuzzy" partition of the network in some cases, as we do not assert that two nodes belong to either the same or different communities [51] . We can easily revert to a "hard" division by rounding the entries of the probability P to binary values. Notice that the mixture coefficients are not required to be independent from the probability.
Note that MEMM is not based on the exact definition of the community or the probability distribution. It just encourages the presence (or absence) of the existing (or non-existing) of the edges (or couplings) within (or between) communities, weighted by the parameters and the corresponding linking probabilities. Moreover, MEMM formally describes the quality of community structure as a mixture of eight types of edges. By representing a quality function in this way, the community type this quality function tends to discover can be reflected by the corresponding weights, e.g., whether the cohesion or adhesion of the community is preferred.
Before studying the community assignments, we need to determine eight parameter matrixes {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}, which control the contribution of the corresponding edges (couplings). Two strategies can be used to choose the parameters, i.e., to take them as fixed values or specific functions of the network structure. We may assign fixed values to the parameters once we have determined the contribution proportion of the edges (couplings) in the network. For example, by taking λ c (c i js ) = −1 for all i, j, s, P(υ is , υ js ) = δ(υ is , υ js ) and omitting other terms in Eq. (2), we obtain the cut size. Another choice is to take the parameters as a function of the topology (i.e., A, C) or even the community structure (i.e., P). It is worth noticing that if the parameters have different domains (for example, the parameter matrix a can take a sufficiently larger magnitude than other parameters), the model may not function as expected, which just consists of the preferred terms, since even the largest values other parameters can take will be overpowered by the terms with the parameter matrix a. As a result, we should choose the parameters for MEMM in a manner that guarantees distinguishing the contribution of different edges and couplings while avoiding being dominated by specific terms. In MEMM, this requires the choice of the parameters to be discriminative: i) if we choose two parameters to take the largest value they can take, equal attention is paid to both terms; ii) if we need to emphasize a specific edge type from the others, we just make that term take a relatively large value in its domain and others take a relatively small value in their own domains. Note that the terms with smaller weights still have the "potential" to take effect. Accordingly, we have the definition on the discriminative condition as follows. 
where dom(ω 1 ) (resp., dom(ω 2 )) denotes the value range of all entries in matrix ω 1 (resp., ω 2 ), and sup dom(ω 1 ) |∀t 1 ∈ ω 1 | (resp., sup dom(ω 2 ) |∀t 2 ∈ ω 2 |) denotes the largest absolute value that any entry in matrix ω 1 (resp., ω 2 ) can take. Here we assume ∞/∞ = 1 to make the notations uncluttered.
Definition 1 states that the edges (couplings) should have exactly the same contribution when the absolute value of the corresponding parameters approximate their supremum (the same infinity norm). This means by selecting a discriminative parameter matrix set, the terms of MEMM have equal potential to affect the global objective function value. Discriminative parameter matrix sets guarantee the parameters are not dominating each other.
Deriving modularity from MEMM
Muchait et al. proposed the multilayer modularity based on a Laplacian dynamic defined on the multilayer networks [31] . They assume that a random walker tends to stay in the same community after repeated random jumps. Here we demonstrate that MEMM provides another interpretation of the multilayer modularity.
If we take λ a (a i js ) = +a i js ,
where p i js is the null model in layer s, i.e., a random graph after rewiring the edges in the original graph. The γ s is the resolution parameter in layer s and ς controls the coupling strength between the layers. Ignoring the contribution of non-existing couplings here, we obtain
where we utilize the fact that i j A i js = i j p i js and defineC isr = ςC isr , m s = i j A i js and m i = srC isr to keep the notations uncluttered. Although beyond the scope of this paper, a "fuzzy" modularity representation can be obtained from MEMM as a by-product, where the nodes are considered to be in the same community with a probability, and this reflects how reliable the current assignment is. In this way, the summation of effective edges now runs throughout the network rather than merely within the communities, and the optimization requires exploring the possible settings of P where all entries take continuous value in [0, 1]. If we take a hard partition, maximizing M(υ) is then equivalent to the optimization of the multilayer modularity proposed by Muchait et al.
where the δ function is the Kronecker delta. Now let's take a closer look at the derivation. The contribution of the intra-layer edges is controlled by the resolution limit γ s with range {±(1 − γ s p i js ), ±γ s p i js }. If we assume γ s ∈ [0, 1], the weight range of the extreme value within each layer is {±1, ±γ s }. Therefore, the discriminative condition in Definition 1 is satisfied only when γ s = ς = 1. Using other parameter settings for γ s and ς implicitly adjusts the potential for external existing edges to take effect. The extremal circumstance is taking γ s = 0, which is equivalent to completely omit the punishment of the external existing edges, and γ s = ∞, which is equivalent to completely forbid the existence of internal edges. Recall from Eq. (4) that the probability of linking in the null model of each layer is represented as p i js , weighted with the resolution limit γ s . The difference A i js − γ s p i js can be interpreted as the expected edge strength between node is and js with respect to a randomly rewired network with p s as adjacency matrix. The effective edge strength of the observed network takes the value A i js − γ s p i js ∈ {−γ s p i js , 1 − γ s p i js }. We find that the effective edge strength matches the value of the parameters [in Eq. (4)] we pick to derive the modularity. This suggests that the parameters here act as reconstructing the network adjacency matrix of the observed network. Different choice of the null model p i js will lead to different preference on the community structure. For example, if we choose the Newman-Girvan null model k is k js 2m s [34] , where k is denotes the degree of node is within the layer and 2m s = i k is , the contribution of the edges between nodes with high degrees will get punished more heavily. The edges between nodes with large degree difference or nodes with low degrees will contain more information of the community structure.
It is worth noticing that the choice of the parameters is not unique. Indeed, if we take
or take
we obtain the same optimization objective function as in Eq. (5) except the constant terms. This indicates that the modularity can be represented subject to either the internal or external edges within the layers, as explored in the literature [12, 34] . But in either way, we know that the modularity favors the community structure with dense within-community edges and sparse between-community edges.
We have derived the multilayer modularity from MEMM by ignoring the absent couplings. Using MEMM, however, we can also take non-existing couplings into account by setting f isr = h isr = ς. This will lead to a different coupling contribution, whereC isr = ς(2C isr − 1). ThenC isr can take negative values, which decreases the global modularity value. We will examine the difference of these two weighting schemes for the couplings in experiments. Rather than utilizing a dynamic process, we naturally obtain the multilayer modularity based on MEMM by comparing the edge distribution of the observed network with the null model, which returns to the original definition of modularity [34] . Similar tricks are possible to introduce a null model of the couplings by taking into account the effective strength of the couplings.
Experimental results
The proposed MEMM has a high flexibility due to the free specification on the parameters before making community assignments. In this section, we first verify that MEMM can correctly reflect our preference of the intra-layer edges by studying the performance of modularity and its modified form using different rewarding schemes for the parameters.
Then we discuss the coupling contribution in MEMM based on two rewarding schemes for the couplings. Finally the impact of the coupling strength ς and resolution parameter γ s is analyzed in 15 real-world multilayer networks to show that a better choice in practice is the one that obeys Definition 1.
For experimental purpose, we will take modularity as the objective function and utilize the well-known genLouvain method [22, 31] for optimization. 1 In the experiments, when it comes to inserting couplings between layers, we compute the Jaccard index of the neighbor sets of a specific physical node's different copies
where matrix A is the intra-layer adjacency matrix of the synthetic network. We then map the Jaccard index to a probability using a non-decreasing function (in this paper, linear functions are adopted) and sample couplings from this distribution.
Rewarding schemes
We begin by analyzing the influence of the rewarding scheme on the quality function.
The proposed MEMM utilizes the λ functions to distinguish the contribution type of the edges/couplings. Edges or couplings corresponding to the positive output of the λ function are encouraged, i.e., a larger value of the corresponding parameter indicates a greater contribution. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, communities detected using modularity as global quality function will have a higher density of internal edges, which will lead to poor performance on the disassortative networks where edges are expected to be much more densely distributed between communities. Thus, the modularity is expected to provide poor detection result in a disassortative network due to the conflict about the definition of community. SBMs have been widely applied to successfully infer disassortative community structure, but it is less straightforward for modularity. Although some works have studied the relationship between minimizing modularity and disassortativity [20, 29, 34] , it hasn't been fully explored in the multilayer context. In particular, with the presence of couplings, directly minimizing multilayer modularity may not correctly find proper community assignments: the contribution of couplings takes totally opposite effect when minimizing the global objective function. In multilayer networks, a better choice is to reverse the contribution type of the intra-layer edges (while keeping the contribution type of the inter-layer couplings unchanged) in MEMM and obtain a similar form as Eq. (6), except the signs of A i js and γ s p i js are flipped. This modified version would encourage the edges between the communities and discourage those within the communities since it has opposite preference of modularity within the layers.
To test the performance of the modularity and its modified form, we then generate two kinds of multilayer benchmark networks-a disassortative multilayer network whose layers are all disassortative networks and a assortative multilayer network whose communities have dense internal edges. In a disassortative network, the nodes are considered to belong to the same group only if there are no or very few edges lying between them. Thus the modularity is expected to provide poor detection result in this network due to the conflict definition of the "community". However, the modified version of modularity aims exactly at such type of communities, so it is expected to exhibit better performance than the original version of modularity. Meanwhile, to highlight the difference of modifying rewarding scheme and direct minimization of modularity in the multilayer case, in what follows, we apply such two methods upon the generated disassortative multilayer network. The results show that minimizing the multilayer modularity will lead to inconsistent community assignments among layers and the noises within each layer are fitted.
We first construct a single-layer disassortative network and then randomly flip the community label of a small amount of nodes to generate 10 noisy layers. For the single-layer disassortative network, we adopt the planted partition model [8] , which is a generative model that constructs a network whose communities are random graphs. We divide 64 nodes into two communities with equal size (node 1 to node 32 and node 33 to node 64), and the edges between the nodes are sampled according to the corresponding linking probability. Here we assume the edges appear between the communities with probability p out = 0.4 while that probability of the internal edges is p in = 0.005. We then randomly choose up to 10 nodes and flip their community label to introduce noise. In this way, 10 noisy layers are generated and the couplings are added with probabilities proportional to the corresponding neighbor set similarity defined in Eq. (9) .
For the assortative multilayer network, we adopt the Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) benchmark networks [25] , which extends the idea of the planted partition model and introduces power-law distribution to the degree of nodes and the edges between the communities. However, in this experiment we put no stress on the degree distribution due to the small network size. We generate 10 LFR benchmark networks as 10 layers, each of which consists of 64 nodes. These nodes have an average intra-layer degree 8 and are assigned to 4 communities with equal size and the community assignments are consistent among all layers. We insert exactly the couplings between the layers in the same manner as in the multilayer disassortative network to ensure that the major difference of these two multilayer network is the intra-layer edge distribution.
The detection results of the first layers with different rewarding schemes on these two networks are visualized in Fig. 2 . Due to the space limit, here we compare the community structure discovered by the multilayer modularity and its modified version (i.e., with reversing edge contribution type) in the first layers of the two networks and similar analysis can be obtained in the remaining 9 layers of each network. As expected, modularity and the modified modularity have respective advantages on the corresponding network types. We first compare Fig. 2a and b, which illustrate the community assignment on the assortative network. The original modularity performs well on the networks where the community members are densely connected, as shown in Fig. 2a , while the modified version provides a poor assignment, as shown in Fig. 2b . From MEMM, we know the rewarding scheme adopted by the original modularity encourages the dense internal edges, which exactly matches the underlying community structure in a LFR benchmark. If we compare the detection result shown in Fig. 2c and d , the modified modularity outperforms that of the original modularity on the disassortative multilayer networks. The modified modularity adapts to the networks where community members are sparsely connected, which allows it to uncover communities with such high adhesion between communities, as illustrated in Fig. 2c . In contrast, the original modularity gives an unsatisfactory performance, as illustrated in Fig. 2d . Such distinguished preference of the original and modified modularity reflected in MEMM is the two strategies for encouraging and punishing the edges within the layers. For real-world networks, which usually takes an intermediate structure between the two networks considered here, we can then adopt an appropriate rewarding scheme and weighting the edges and couplings to meet the need. Furthermore, the detection results obtained by maximizing the modified modularity and minimizing the original modularity in the disassortative network are shown in Fig. 3 . There are 64 × 10 color blocks in both figures, corresponding to the nodes in the disassortative multilayer network. Each color stands for a community, which may consist of nodes from any layers. We can see from Fig. 3a that there are two communities, each of which consists of nodes from every layer. Notice that the community assignments for each node obtained by maximizing the modified modularity match the ground-truth community label in each layer. However, if we just minimize the original modularity, there is no inter-layer community because of the penalty of couplings, as shown in Fig. 3b . Moreover, the noise in each layer now is fitted since there is no inter-layer information available. As a conclusion, minimizing the original multilayer modularity to find communities in disassortative networks is equivalent to processing the layers independently, while maximizing the modified multilayer modularity is able to reflect the dependence among different layers.
Coupling contribution
In the multilayer network model, as shown in Fig. 1 , the couplings combine the layers to form a complex network structure. Thus the contribution of the couplings plays a crucial role in the correlation of the community assignments in different layers. According to Eq. (4), Fig. 3 The community detection result of the disassortative multilayer network. The subfigures a and b depict, respectively, the detection results obtained by maximizing the modified multilayer modularity and minimizing the original multilayer modularity. The network is constructed by adding noise to a disassortative single-layer network to generate 10 different layers, and then inserting couplings between node-copy pairs, see the text for details. There are 64 × 10 color blocks in both figures, corresponding to the nodes in the disassortative multilayer network. The color of the blocks represents the community label of the corresponding nodes. a By maximizing the modified multilayer modularity, we find two global communities, matching the ground-truth in the single-layer network used to generate the layers. The couplings lead to a consistent assignment for all the nodes across all the layers. b By minimizing the original multilayer modularity, we find that there are no communities consisting of nodes in different layers. Moreover, the noise is fitted in every layer, so that the assignments in each layer fail to match those in the single-layer network that generates them (color figure  online) the coupling strength adopted by the multilayer modularity is equivalent to considering an equal contribution of the existing couplings while omitting the non-existing couplings. In this way, the contribution of the couplings takes value {0, ς}. If we further take the non-existing couplings into account, i.e., λ e (e isr ) = λ h (h isr ) = −λ f ( f isr ) = λ g (g isr ) = +ς, the contribution of the couplings now takes {−ς, ς}. Notice that the coupling strength can make negative contribution once we take the non-existing couplings into consideration, which means the absence of couplings within a community and the presence of couplings between different communities will get punished. Therefore, whether we omit the nonexisting couplings will influence the assignments of nodes in different layers. We then apply these two strategies on benchmark networks to examine the performance of them when the coupling structure varies.
To study the contribution of couplings to MEMM more comprehensively, we construct benchmark networks with different heterogeneity in the community structure of each layers and various coupling densities (i.e., the proportion of existing couplings in all possible couplings). More specifically, we construct 4 multilayer networks, respectively, with 0, 2, 3, 4 identical layers in them, to obtain 4 multilayer networks with different heterogeneity of the layers. We first generate 4 LFR benchmark networks with 128 nodes, 4 communities and an average intra-layer degree 16, and then duplicate one benchmark network to obtain several copies. Notice that the power-law nature of the LFR benchmark networks is not considered here due to the limited network size. The duplicates are chosen as the identical layers and the rest of the layers are chosen from the other three networks. We then insert couplings into these 4 layers by sampling from the probability proportional to the Jaccard index in descending order of J (i, s, r ) until the coupling density is ρ. We choose ς = 6 in this experiment to highlight the contribution of couplings. We will discuss about the impact of different coupling strength ς and the resolution parameter γ s in detail later in this section. As an indicator of the community detection quality, the normalized mutual information (NMI) [9, 28] is calculated between the ground-truth labels and the obtained community assignments. NMI measures the similarity between two given vectors and is widely adopted to evaluate the accuracy of a partition, where a higher value indicates a better partition result. We apply the two strategies of coupling contribution to these networks and illustrate the corresponding NMI for each layer in different settings, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The detection results of modularity ignoring and considering the non-existing couplings are shown as the left and right mesh, respectively, in each subfigure, and the degree of heterogeneity of layers are indicated by the number of identical layers. From Fig. 4a we can see, when the layers are all the same, the two strategies both lead to a good assignment. However, as the heterogeneity increases (i.e., as the number of identical layers decreases from 4 to 0), the quality functions exhibit gradually worse detection results on networks with high coupling density, as shown from Fig. 4a-d . This suggests that the couplings will force the layers to make a similar community assignment to the nodes, which results in failing to discover the heterogeneity of layers. The similar layers will greatly influence the assignments of the other layers. For example, in Fig. 4b , when there are two layers that have similar community structure, the modularity will guide us to find the first two layers which are identical. The community structures in the rest two layers are omitted due to a high coupling density.
What is more, by comparing the NMI of the two strategies, we find that considering the non-existing couplings performs better as the coupling density ρ and the heterogeneity of layers increase, except when the coupling density ρ is around 0.5. This confirms that considering the non-existing couplings in MEMM will be more likely to make a balanced assignment when the layers show great heterogeneity and the couplings are dense. The decline of performance at ρ = 0.5 when considering the non-existing couplings in modularity actually arises due to the optimization method we used. In fact, if we denote the number of the internal and external existing couplings as C I = isr C isr δ(υ is , υ ir ) and C E = isr C isr [1−δ(υ is , υ ir )], and the non-existing couplings as CĪ 
, we can rewrite the contribution of the couplings (considering the non-existing couplings) as
where M = C I + CĪ + C E + CĒ = l(l − 1)N is the number of all possible couplings in the network, N is the number of nodes within a layer and l is the number of layers. Here, the number of couplings of each type C x depends on the coupling density ρ and the current community assignment.
We can see that the contribution of the couplings depends on the number of couplings present within the communities and absent between different communities, fixing the coupling strength. As ρ increases, M coupling goes to ς(2M I − M), where M I = C I | ρ=1 = CĪ | ρ=0 is the extreme number of internal couplings. This indicates that the contribution is governed by the total amount of internal couplings. Similarly, if ρ → 0 the contribution will be governed by the external non-existing couplings with maximum ς(
given the community assignment. The quantities M E and M I are functions of the community assignment. Thus the contribution of the couplings is composed of the strength parameter ς, the current community assignment and the coupling strength. Equation (11) suggests that the contribution of couplings is expected to be positive if the coupling density is high and there are more internal couplings M I than external couplings M E , or low ρ with more external couplings. In particular, the contribution is expected to vanish when the coupling density ρ goes to 0.5. At this time, the Louvain method will generate a less optimal assignment owing to the heuristically merge. The global contribution of the couplings is expected to be zero, but when the Louvain method attempts to merge two communities to locally increase the modularity, it will take the couplings into consideration. Thus the error is accumulated during the iteration and finally results in a less satisfactory result.
In contrast, if we omit the terms of non-existing couplings, we obtain a different representation of the contribution:
It will not suffer the problem of contribution vanish as it is a linear function of ρ. However, the influence of couplings increases as ρ increases, to force the layers to adopt a similar assignment. As a result, the heterogeneity of layers is erased. SacchPomb multiplex genetic 4092 7
Xenopus multiplex genetic 461 5
The data are available at http://deim.urv.cat/~manlio.dedomenico/data.php
In a nutshell, considering the non-existing couplings helps fight against the decline of performance when the degree of heterogeneity of layers is large and coupling density is high. However, it will suffer slight performance decline when the coupling density is around 0.5 when using a local heuristic optimization strategy. In contrast, ignoring the coupling density makes the quality function less robust to the high coupling density networks, but the contribution of couplings does not vanish so it will not suffer from the performance decline with heuristic methods.
Parameter analysis
By deriving the multilayer modularity using MEMM, two parameters γ s and ς are introduced to control the behavior of the quality function. The resolution parameter γ s controls the size of the detected communities, and the coupling strength ς determines the contribution of couplings [31] . Nevertheless, if we interpret the parameters of modularity from the perspective of MEMM, varying these parameters signifies violation of Definition 1. To study the impact on the detection results when violating the discriminative condition in choosing parameters, we apply the multilayer modularity with different parameter settings in 15 real-world multilayer networks, as listed in Table 1 . For each network, we insert couplings to all possible node pairs between adjacent layers. We adopt the genLouvain method for optimization, and for each network, 10 runs will be conducted and the average results are reported to reduce the random behavior introduced by the genLouvain method. We repeat the detection process with ς = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.5} while keeping γ s = 1 and γ s = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.5} while keeping ς = 1, respectively, and differentiate the contribution of inter-layer couplings and intra-layer edges to the modularity with different colors. For simplicity, we make γ s takes the same value for all layers and omit the absent couplings between layers. Since there is no ground-truth community labels in these real-world multilayer networks, the result is evaluated in terms of the modularity value in Eq. (6), leaving out the constant values which does not affect the optimization. Note that when ς → ∞, the modularity goes to infinity even if the partition is unchanged, so we divide the contribution of couplings by ς for normalization. Since the contribution difference between the inter-layer couplings and intra-layer edges can be too large (mostly owing to the high density of inter-layer couplings in this experiment), we adjust the proportion of the two edge types to highlight their contribution changes. The experimental results will confirm why the parameter setting satisfying Definition 1, i.e., γ s = 1, ς = 1, is a relatively reliable choice in general. Figure 5 plots the parameter analysis results on γ s , i.e., the trend of the modularity contribution and the total number of communities detected by varying γ s = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.5} and fixing ς = 1. Notice that given the total number nodes in each layers, the average size of communities is inversely proportional to the number of communities. As γ s increases, the contribution of the intra-layer edges decreases significantly. In contrast, the contribution of couplings stays the same since the community assignments of each node are consistent across all layers. When γ s = 0, there is no punishment to the non-existing internal edges, so the community can be as large as possible. As a consequence, all nodes in the layer will be assigned into the same community. Here we do not plot the case where γ s = 0 due to dramatic increase in the total number of communities from γ s = 0 to γ s = 0.1 in some networks. When γ s → ∞, grouping any non-clique (i.e., a subgraph in which there are at least two nodes that are not connected by an edge) will lead to intolerable punishment, so that the network is partitioned into isolated cliques, with no edges connecting them. Therefore, the modularity value has a lower bound which corresponds to the partition of such isolated cliques. As γ s decreases, the sizes of detected communities shrink by splitting into smaller ones until reaching the lower bound. Overall, we can see that the decreasing speed of modularity slows down, which indicates that the partition within each layer becomes more stable. In addition, when no priori knowledge of community size is available, choosing a moderate value for γ s will produce moderate-sized communities. In this experiment, we find that around γ s = 1, the decreasing speed of modularity value is relatively slow and the total number of communities found is moderate among these parameter settings. Therefore, γ s = 1 is a reasonable parameter setting when we have no insights into the network data. Figure 6 plots the parameter analysis results on ς, i.e., the trend of the detection results as ς varies in {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.5}, with γ s = 1 fixed for all layers in the 15 real multilayer networks. Note that here the contribution of couplings is normalized by dividing ς. The contribution of couplings grows as the coupling strength ς grows, until a maxima is reached. This upper bound corresponds to the case where the nodes are assigned to the same community as their counterparts in other layers. Overall, we find such upper bound is reached when ς = 1 for all networks in this experiment. Notice that here the coupling density is 1 for all of the networks. Therefore, when we need to introduce heterogeneity into the community assignments of different layers, a common practice is to start from ς = 1 and reduce its value accordingly.
Otherwise when considering a consistent assignment for nodes in different layers, ς = 1 is a reliable choice.
We have analyzed the impact of different parameter settings in the 15 real-world multilayer networks using modularity as the quality function in this section. The parameter γ s controls the community scale within each layers and ς controls the consistency of community assignments across the layers. In a nutshell, when there is no priori knowledge available, choosing γ s = 1 and ς = 1 will lead to moderate-sized communities which is highly consistent across layers. Based on the detection result using such parameter setting, one is able to adjust the parameters in order to discover communities that satisfies practical needs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the multilayer edge mixture model (MEMM) as the hyper model to provide a new interpretation of a variety of the existing multilayer community structure quality functions and pave the way for the derivation of new ones. The proposed model is based on a mixture of the edge contributions, which explores a relatively general representation of the community structure quality functions. As the main example in this paper, the multilayer modularity has been derived from the proposed model. We studied how the multilayer edge mixture model evaluates the community structure by generating a quality function according to the definition of the community, and discussed how to choose a discriminative parameters set for balancing the contributions.
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